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Overview
Product description
The Keysight Technologies, Inc. x1149 boundary scan analyzer is a printed circuit board
tester in compliance with the IEEE 1149.1 Standard test access port (TAP) and boundary
scan architecture. It supports the following IEEE standards
–– IEEE 1149.1
–– IEEE 1149.6
–– IEEE 1581
–– IEEE 1687
The Keysight x1149 is a versatile board test solution that enables in-circuit design
analysis and testing from research and development to production with easy to use
software interface for development, debug and production runtime.

Industries and applications
–– Computational and server board test
–– Network communication board test
–– Aerospace and defense
–– Automotive electronics test
–– Industrial electronics test
–– Medical device test
–– Smart phones
–– Storage devices (SSD, HDD)

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Key Features
Validate Boundary Scan Chain topology design
The built in DFT Analyzer performs an evaluation of the Boundary Scan Chain topology design. It points out broken connections or fan
out issues to ensure the validity of the Boundary Scan chain to enable faster test program development.

Test List
–– Tests are segmented into several test types - Interconnect, Interconnect dot 6, Buswire, Buswire dot 6, silicon nails test, CET
test, custom test, 1687, etc. to increase the fault detection and to simplify debugging.
–– Supports IEEE 1149.6 standard to test for Advance IO interconnects handling all possible circuit topologies as per the
specifications of the standard.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Effectively spots defects shown in test coverage
The built in DFT Analyzer performs an evaluation of the Boundary Scan Chain topology design. It points out broken connections or fans
out issues to ensure the validity of the Boundary Scan chain to enable faster test program development.
–– The test coverage report shows the true coverage of the project based on the test list.
–– Test Coverage classification is clearly defined (Full, Shorts only, Opens only, Drive only, Partial)
–– Test Coverage report is available in multiple formats, including .CSV, .HTML and .XML

Test Point Reduction (TPR) Report
This report can be leveraged to optimize the test points that are needed on the board based on what is covered in x1149 test.
The TPR report enables the test developer to strategize the test flow. This benefits in:
–– Reducing tester resources and in turn the fixture costs
–– Reducing engineering effort on test debug
–– Reducing test point real estate on a dense PCB

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Autobank
The Autobank enables testing of multiples memories in parallel simultaneously, which improves the speed of performing memory
testing.

Mem #1~8
using the same Channel A
Address & Control lines

Mem_A_A0~15
Mem_A_BA0~2
Mem_A_CS_L
Mem_A_CAS_L
Mem_A_RAS_L, etc

BSCAN
Device

Mem #9~16
using the same Channel B
Address & Control lines

Mem_ B_A0~15
Mem_ B_BA0~2
Mem_ B_CSL_L
Mem_ B_CAS_L
Mem_ B_RAS_L, etc

Mem_A_DQ0~7
Mem_A_DQ8~15
Mem_A_DQ16~23
Mem #1
Mem_A_DQ24~31
Mem #2
Mem_A_DQ32~39
Mem #3
Mem_A_DQ40~47
Mem #4
Mem_A _DQ48~55
Mem #5
Mem_A_DQ56~63
Mem #6
Mem #7
Mem #8

Mem_B_DQ0~7
Mem_B_DQ8~15
Mem_B_DQ16~23
Mem #9
Mem_B_DQ24~31
Mem #10
Mem_B_DQ32~39
Mem #11
Mem_B_DQ40~47
Mem #12
Mem_B _DQ48~55
Mem #13
Mem_B_DQ56~63
Mem #14
Mem #15
Mem #16

Maximize test coverage on connectors and non-boundary scan ICs
TCET Cover-Extend Technology (CET) is one of the limited test access solutions Keysight Technologies provides. It is a hybrid
technology between VTEP and boundary scan. Unlike the VTEP technology which relies on a nailed resource to provide the stimulus
that VTEP test needs, the stimulus for CET test comes from a Boundary Scan IC. This IC must be compliant with the IEEE1149 standard
and can be controlled with only four pins (TMS, TCK, TDI and TDO). CET greatly reduces the need for physical test access and works
on both connectors and non-boundary scan ICs. The CET module is connected to the x1149 controller CET port through a HDMI
cable, and VTEP sensors are connected to the VTEP amplifier board and then wired to one of the 64 ports on the MUX card in the CET
module.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Multi chain generation
Multiple TAP of a board can be integrated onto an On-Board Linker on x1149. This feature facilitates in daisy chaining individual chains
to provide interconnect coverage between these chains.

Pin constraints
With the Pin Constraints feature, the x1149 software allows users to remove the driver or receiver of a pin, the software will then
modify the test code so that the pin no longer drives or receives to/from that node. This feature benefits in quickly testing the postconfigured FPGAs when there is no post-configured BSDL readily available. This also addresses to quickly overcome issues with some
Boundary Scan cells not working stably on a node. Instead of tweaking the BSDL, the test can be debugged quickly by modifying the
Boundary Scan cell definitions on the pins.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Automated Scan Path Linker Configuration
Simplifies scan path linkers settings by automatically configuring the parameters for the selected scan path linker device.
Supports the following Scan Path Linkers.
–– Texas Instrument - Scansta 112
–– Lattice BSCAN FPGA
–– Firecron JTX05, JTX07, JTX09
By mapping the Device Designator to the scan path linker type from the ‘On-Board Linker’ (OBL) dropdown menu, the project
configures the scan chain port mapping to this particular scan path linker device.

1687
Keysight x1149 supports IEEE 1687-2014 standard to access and control embedded instruments within a semiconductor chip.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Debug Tools
Many debug tools are available at your disposal. For example , the Auto-Adjust tool automatically rtweaks various parameters like the
slew rates, TCK speed, voltage offsets for TDI/TDO, etc. to find the optimum setting for your UUT.

The Frame Debugger lets you perform a deep dive debug if you want to analyze it frame by frame.

The Waveform Viewer shows the expected and actual values of the TDO signal for the whole test. You can select the failing scans or
devices that enables you to do side-by-side code comparison with the Frame Debugger.

The Cover-Extend Test (CET) auto debug tool helps to automatically set the thresholds while maintaining the level of test quality (i.e.
Cpk) that you want.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Insert Source Language and Custom Test
Insert Source Language (ISL) is a Keysight proprietary language used to develop custom tests utilizing JTAG protocol.
–– This could be used to run Built-In Self Tests (BIST).
–– It can be used to describe initialization sequences or pre-conditioning for chips which could also help to adjust device
characteristics to enable for tests.

Integration to World’s No 1. In-circuit Test (ICT)
Get the best from both worlds with the Boundary Scan Test with x1149 and In-Circuit Test with i3070/i1000. By integrating x1149 into
i3070/i1000, both test platforms complement each other to achieve the best test coverage with optimum test time.

Customized test card for server solution
DDR3/DDR4/PCIE test cards can be incorporated to improve the test coverage of DIMM/PCIE connectors on a server board. Test
cards not only test for the signal pins but also the Power and Ground pins which constitutes up to 50% of the connector total pin
count. In addition, Boundary Scan testing allows for fast test time and also delivers the best coverage on DIMM/PCIE connectors with
optimum test time.

Network licensing
Along with the traditional Node locked licenses, our licenses can be network based. This allows:
a. Better utilization of licenses
b. Scalable licensing scheme
c. Uniform software versions running across the organization
d. Flexibility to customize the license scheme – Administrator able to define who gets the licenses

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Powerful test sequencer
Having control of your test execution goes beyond just rearranging the order of tests that you want to run. Today, engineers need the
ability to insert decision-making branches and subroutines in addition to the usual prompts and wait times. The x1149 test sequence
gives engineers more power over how they want the test execution to progress.

Remote Access to Controller
Work from your desk while your x1149 controller sits in the lab – or even miles away. With the built-in Ethernet connection, control is
just one IP address away. Unlike remote desktop control, you do not need any additional host PC or other additional hardware – instead you can easily connect directly to your controller.

Dedicated TAP/IO Ports
With dedicated hardware for the Test Access Port and Digital Inputs/Outputs (TAP/IO Port), you can bring the parts that matter closer
to your Unit-Under-Test (UUT) to ensure maximum signal integrity. The ports are small enough to fit into tight spots in fixtures if
needed.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Superior Signal Quality
Signal quality is increasingly important as logic levels trend lower. To prevent unintended state transitions leading to false calls, you
need to have better control of your I/Os and have them respond to the way as intended. Keysight’s x1149 provides excellent signal
quality with low overshoots. It also gives the user the option to adjust the slew rate.

Failure Reporting
Simple and easily readable failure reporting and diagnosis.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Data Logging
The Keysight x1149 software can log results during test execution. A log file is created for every board and/or panel tested.
Log files can be saved in x1149 or 3070 log formats which is user configurable. i3070 format of data logging eases integration of x1149
into shop floor systems.

Baseline and Revision Control
Baselining allows you to track modifications in tests that have been released. Baselining is especially important during board test
production runs, as it tracks and reports which tests are modified and the date when the changes were made.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Language Localization
The standard English user interface comes with a Simplified Chinese option. Our translation matrix can be modified to include
additional languages. For operations spanning the globe, the ability to utilize the same software in the local language is an added
advantage.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Overview of x1149 Software GUI
Process Outline
Guides user through test
development and debug.

Project Explorer
Navigate to sections
of the test at a click.

Click to
select
chain.

Graphical view of the selected chain.
Mouse over to retrieve the TAP information.

Minimize Process Outline to
increase viewable area.

Click to select view.

On board voltage can be verified
within an upper and lower limit.

Generate Multi-Chain
Scan Path Linker combines
chains at a click.

Configure/Reconfigure Chain
Automatically sets up chains
using board’s net information.

All information of the devices in
the chain at a glance.

All information displayed for easy reference.

Dock the selected window into your
preferred location on the screen.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Output
Shows the results of all the tests for the chain(s).

Results of tests are highlighted in colors.
Test results can be sorted by clicking on the title tab.

Repair Ticket
Pin-level failure reporting and possible cause.

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Product Characteristics and General Specifications
Controller interface

Ethernet 10/100 MB
High speed USB 2.0 (For firmware upgrade only)

Power requirement

+12 VDC (typical)
2 A (maximum) input rated current
Installation category II

Power consumption

+12 VDC, 260 mA (maximum)

Standard shipped
accessories

AC/DC power adapter
Power cord
USB cable
HDMI cable
Diagnostic clip
Keysight x1149 boundary scan analyzer ‘Quick Start Guide’
Keysight x1149 software release CD-ROM
Certificate of calibration
* Compatible with Microsoft Windows operating systems only.

Operating environment

Operating temperature from 0 to +55 °C
Relative humidity at 15% to 85% at 40 °C (non-condensing)
For indoor use only

Storage compliance

–20 to 70 °C

Safety compliance

Dimensions

45 mm/
1.77 in

185 mm / 7.28 in
120 mm/4.72 in

Boundary scan controller dimension
(length x width x height)

185 mm x 120 mm x 45 mm / 7.28 in x 4.72 in x 1.77 in

Weight

550 g

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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TAP/IO port dimension
(length x width x height)

120.3 mm x 44.5 mm x 21 mm / 4.72 in x 1.75 in x 0.826 in

Weight

80 g

Software update subscription

One year plus 2nd year extended subscription.

General Specifications
Parameter/specification
Driver/receiver resources
Types
GPIO (General Purpose Input/Output)

GPIO, JTAG TAP
5 output/driver pins programmable voltage and share with the common (VREF)
Voltage Reference
4 input/receiver pins with fully programmable receiver voltage.

JTAG Test Access Port (TAP)

Supports up to 4 TAP each with TCK,TDI,TDO,TMS with optional TRST signals as
defined by IEEE Std 1149.1
TDI, TMS, TRST programmable voltage reference share common VREF with the
GP-output pins
TDO programmable voltage receiver
TCK has a separate programmable voltage reference (VREF) and slew rate.

Cover-Extend Technology (CET)
Vectorless Enhanced (VTEP)

CET ARM, CET Rx/Tx, VTEP CLK/A/B/Hi/Lo+12 VDC Power

Ground pins
Fixed location grounds per TAP module

TAP Module pins 1,3,5,7

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Hardware GPIO (General Purpose Input/Output) Specifications
Parameter/specification
GPIO specifications
Resources

5 drivers & 4 receivers with GND pins shared with TAP Pins

Sample/update rate READ, WRITE, READ/WRITE
maximum sample/update rate

10 KHz / 100 usec

Per-pin settable features

OUT: data value (0,1, or Z)
“0” – ≤ 100 mV
“1” –  ≥ VREF-100 mV
“Z” – High Z
IN: VREF (1.1~5.0 V)

General purpose input or receiver
IN/receiver

Read digital data “0” or “1”, according to VREF and threshold voltage. It can
be used to measure the external voltage range from 0 V to 5 V

Reference channel group

+5 V to 0 V in 100 mV steps

Timing

De-skewed. No programmable edges

Termination

> 1 MΩ

Error detection

Windowing (two point receive reference), over-voltage, under-voltage,
drive-check validation (receiver used to verify driver achieved drive state)

General purpose output or driver
Update rate(maximum)

10 KHz/100 μs

Output voltage 3

Range: +5.0 V to +1.1 V, step resolution of 100 mV, static accuracy

Driver

current 2

10 mA @ 5 V
2 mA @ 2.5 V

Continuous output current into a

short 3

50 mA at 5 V
20 mA at 2.5 V

Rise/fall

time 4

< 20 ns @ 2.5 V
< 50 ns @ 1.1 V

Tri-state leakage current (maximum
Tri-state capacitance (maximum):

range 5)

–65 μA,+5 μ
Maximum 0.7 nF
Typical 0.45 nF

Disconnected capacitance

15 pF

Output skew (same board)

Typical < 5 ns

DC output resistance (typical)

35 - 50 Ω

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Hardware JTAG TAP specifications
Parameter/specification

Test method

JTAG TAP specifications
Resources

TDI, TDO, TCK, TMS, TRST and a GND pair for each 4 TAP port

Clock maximum frequency

22.5 Mhz

Per-pin settable features

Data value (0,1, or Z), driver/receive reference; slew rate; termination
high-impedance or 50 Ω

Timing

De-skewed. Programmable edges (TCK only)

JTAG TAP Receiver TDO
Clock maximum frequency

11.25 Mhz

Reference voltage (thresholds)

High: +5 V
Low: 0 V to 0.5 V
Step resolution of 100 mV
Static accuracy

Input voltage range

0 V to 5 V

Input resistance

> 40 KΩ

Pull-up terminations

100k Ω

JTAP TAP Driver TDI, TMS, TRST
Clock maximum frequency

TDI – 11.25 MHz
TMS – 7.5 MHz
TRST – 10 KHz

Output voltage

+5 V to +1.1 V 2

current 3

±10 mA @ 5 V

Driver

±2 mA @ 2.5 V
Continuous output current into a

short 3

≥ 50 mA at 5 V
> = 20 mA at 2.5 V

Rise/fall

time 3

< 20 ns @ 2.5 V
< 10 nS @ 1.1 V

Tri-state leakage current

(maximum 5)

±65 μA

Tri-state capacitance (maximum)

1 nF

Output skew (TMS and TRST on all TAPs)
(same board)

Typical ± 5 ns

DC output resistance (typical)

35 Ω, 50 Ω

www.keysight.com/find/x1149
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Hardware JTAG TAP Specifications (continued)
Parameter/Specification
JTAP TAP Driver TCK
Clock maximum frequency
Output
Driver

voltage 2

22.5 Mhz
0 to 5 volts with 100 mV resolution)

current 3

10 mA @ 5 V
2 mA @ 2.5 V

Continuous output

current 3

≥ 80 mA @ 5 V
≤ 40 mA at 2.5 V

Slew rate: (see note 6)
Tri-state leakage current

40 V/μsec to 380 V/μsec  
(maximum 5)

–3.7 μA

Tri-state capacitance (maximum)

1.1 nF

Disconnected capacitance

15 pF

DC output resistance (typical)

50 Ω

Notes
1. There are 4 GND pins per TAP module, which are common for both GPIO and TAP signals in the same TAP 20-pin connector. However, the GND
pins in different TAP modules are isolated.
2. Vref can be configured from 1.1 V to 5.0 V with a step of 0.1 V, which is common to all GPO and TMS/TDI/TRST signals. Vref clk can be
separately configured in some situations where the high voltage of TCK needs to be a little higher than the other TAP signals. The logic output
high is set to a voltage range from (Vref - 0.2V) to Vref, while the logic low is less than 0.2 V when output current is not more than 0.1 mA.
3. Capable to produce an output current of 10 mA when Vref = 5 V, or 2 mA when Vref = 2.5 V; load 100 Ω for the drive current test. The maximum
current is tested when the output pin shorts to GND.
4. Rise time refers to the period when a signal rises from 0.1 Vref to 0.9V ref; fall time is the period when a signal falls from 0.9 Vref to 0.1 Vref.
5. Set the output at high-Z state and connect the pin to GND to measure the positive leakage current; connect the pin to a maximum voltage of
power reference value (Vref) for negative leakage current measurement.
6. The TCK reference voltage is set to 5 V. When the voltage for slew rate configuration is set to 0.2 V, the reading of TCK slew rate is ≤ 30 V/uS;
while this voltage is set 5 V, the reading is ≥ 400 V/uS.
7. The threshold voltage of TDO is normally set between 0.5 V and 3.5 V. The logic reading from TDO would be ‘1’ if the input voltage ≥ (0.1 V +
threshold voltage), and ‘0’ if the input ≤ (threshold voltage – 0.1 V).
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Evolving Since 1939
Our unique combination of hardware, software, services, and people can help you
reach your next breakthrough. We are unlocking the future of technology.
From Hewlett-Packard to Agilent to Keysight.

myKeysight
www.keysight.com/find/mykeysight
A personalized view into the information most relevant to you.
http://www.keysight.com/find/emt_product_registration
Register your products to get up-to-date product information and
find warranty information.
Keysight Services
www.keysight.com/find/service
Keysight Services can help from acquisition to renewal across your
instrument’s lifecycle. Our comprehensive service offerings—onestop calibration, repair, asset management, technology refresh,
consulting, training and more—helps you improve product quality
and lower costs.
Keysight Assurance Plans
www.keysight.com/find/AssurancePlans
Up to ten years of protection and no budgetary surprises to ensure
your instruments are operating to specification, so you can rely on
accurate measurements.

For more information on Keysight
Technologies’ products, applications or
services, please contact your local Keysight
office. The complete list is available at:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
Americas
Canada
Brazil
Mexico
United States

(877) 894 4414
55 11 3351 7010
001 800 254 2440
(800) 829 4444

Asia Pacific
Australia
China
Hong Kong
India
Japan
Korea
Malaysia
Singapore
Taiwan
Other AP Countries

1 800 629 485
800 810 0189
800 938 693
1 800 11 2626
0120 (421) 345
080 769 0800
1 800 888 848
1 800 375 8100
0800 047 866
(65) 6375 8100

Europe & Middle East
Austria
Belgium
Finland
France
Germany
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

United Kingdom

www.keysight.com/find/x1149

0800 001122
0800 58580
0800 523252
0805 980333
0800 6270999
1800 832700
1 809 343051
800 599100
+32 800 58580
0800 0233200
8800 5009286
800 000154
0200 882255
0800 805353
Opt. 1 (DE)
Opt. 2 (FR)
Opt. 3 (IT)
0800 0260637

For other unlisted countries:
www.keysight.com/find/contactus
(BP-9-7-17)

DEKRA Certified
ISO9001 Quality Management System

www.keysight.com/go/quality
Keysight Technologies, Inc.
DEKRA Certified ISO 9001:2015
Quality Management System
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